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MAJOR KEYS PRODUCTIO� CO�TRACT 
 

 THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into on, the         day of                           , 20   , by 
and between    Michael Evans    (hereinafter referred to as "Producer") and                                                                       
____________________________________, (hereinafter referred to as "Artist"). FOR, AND IN 
CONSIDERATION OF, the premises and the mutual covenants contained herein, Producer and Artist 
do hereby agree as follows:  

 

 1.  Engagement. Artist hereby engages the services of Producer to produce for Artist  
       so-called "Master-demos" (hereinafter referred to as "Recordings"). Producer hereby 
agrees to produce said Recordings to the best of Producer's ability. The Recordings shall be produced 
during the month(s) of     , 20  , which production shall take place at                           
                                       Recording Studios in                   (unless 
otherwise agreed to by Producer and Artist) and the budget for the Recordings shall be ($           ) 
Dollars up to the point of producing a two-track master tape to Artist's reasonable satisfaction.  
 

2. Services.  

a) Artists shall cause Producer to render producing services hereunder to the best of his ability 
and in accordance with Producer's standard recording procedures. Recording sessions shall be 
held at times and places mutually agreed between Artist and Producer or other designee.  
 
b) “Production” includes selecting songs, instrumentals, vocals, and some arranging. Writing is 
not included in this Agreement, and a separate Agreement is required for writing services. 
 
c) Producer shall cause Artist to record and re-record each selection until a Digital Master, 
acceptable to Producer or other designee as technically and commercially satisfactory for future 
manufacture and sale of Records, is made and delivered to Artist.  
 
d) Producer shall not further deliver to artist any material recorded during recording sessions 
hereunder except the aforementioned, including rehearsal recordings, outtakes and other 
preliminary or alternate versions, all of which shall be the sole and exclusive property of 
Producer.  
 
e) Producer shall cause Artist, prior to commencing any recording sessions or incurring any 
costs or expenses, to  prepare and to submit to Producer or his designee a estimation of 
recording goals, that specifies the date by which Producer is obligated to produce and deliver 
the Masters.  
 
f)  Producer shall be given credit in substantially the form specified below with respect to 
Albums manufactured solely from Masters produced and delivered by Producer hereunder: 
"Produced by Michael Evans." Such credit shall be given in liner notes (if any) and on the label 
of, and where space permits in paid advertisements issued by Artist or subsequent record labels 
using the Masters with respect to such Albums. Casual or inadvertent failure of subsequent 
record labels using the Masters with respect to such Albums to comply with this provision, nor 
the failure of any third party to so comply with this provision, shall be a breach of this 
Agreement. 
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3. Consideration. In consideration for Producer's services hereunder, Artist agrees to pay 
Producer the following:  
 
(a)    Dollars ($   ) per hour for each hour of services rendered by 
Producer hereunder; or,  
 
(b)    Dollars ($   ) per day for each day's services rendered by 
Producer hereunder; or,  
 
(c)    Dollars ($   ) per Recording produced by Producer hereunder; 
or,  
 
(d)    Dollars ($   ) for the entire project produced by Producer 
hereunder; plus,  
 
(e) If Producer's services includes engineering services as well, the additional sum of   
                                ($   ) Dollars per hour, day, Recording or project.  

 

4. Future Engagement. In the event the Recordings are used as part of Artist's effort to obtain a 
recording agreement, and Artist obtains such an agreement with a record company, Artist will use 
Artist's best efforts to have Producer engaged as the producer of Artist's first recordings for said record 
company.  

 

5. Overages. Artist is liable for any and all overages in the recording budget. Producer 
expressly will not be liable for any overage not caused by or within the control of Producer, engineer, 
or recording studio, and Producer will be responsible for annotating any overages and causes thereof in 
a document suitable to be reviewed by any record label to whom the Artist is responsible. Producer will 
use his best efforts to avoid overages. 

 

6. Royalties. 

 
a.  In the event Producer is engaged to produce Artist's first recordings for a record company, 

Producer shall be entitled to a pro-rata share of Artist's advance (based on Producer 
receiving a royalty of three (3%) percent of suggested list retail price (SLRP)).  

 
b. In the event Producer is not engaged to produce Artist's recordings for a record company, 

and one (l) or more of the Recordings (even though edited or re-mixed) is commercially 
released by a record company, Producer shall be entitled to a pro-rata share of producers' 
royalties from the sale of any such records embodying the Recordings (or any of them), 
based on the ratio that the number of Recordings bears to the total number of recordings 
embodied in the record. Producer shall also be entitled to receive applicable credit for the 
Recording(s) embodied in said record.  
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c. Provided that Producer is not in material default hereunder, Artist shall pay to Producer, in 
respect of Net Sales of Masters sold in digital distribution, hard copy, as a ringtone, or 
otherwise consisting entirely of Recording (“single”) produced hereunder and sold by Artist 
or its licensees, affiliates, or record label for distribution through Normal Retail Channels or 
electronic or digital distribution worldwide, a basic royalty computed at three percent (3%) 
(the "Basic Rate") of the applicable Royalty Base Price with respect to the Recordings 
concerned, it being agreed that such royalties will be computed and paid in accordance with 
all other provisions herein.  

 
1. With respect to each Single consisting entirely of Masters produced hereunder, the 

following escalations shall apply:  
 

a. should the Net Sales through Normal Retail Channels or electronic or digital 
distribution worldwide ("USNRC Net Sales") of such Single exceed 100,000 
units, the Basic Rate shall be three and one-half percent (3-1/2%). 
 

b. USNRC Net Sales between 200,000 and 350,000 units of such Single, the Basic 
Rate shall be three and three-fourths percent (3-3/4%)  

 
c. USNRC Net Sales of such Singe exceed 350,000 units, the Basic Rate shall be 

four percent (4%)  
 

d. USNRC Net Sales between 500,001 and 1,000,000 units of such Single the Basic 
Rate shall be five (5%) percent.   

 
e. Net Sales of such Single exceed 1,000,000 units, the Basic Rate shall be five and 

one half percent (5-1/2%) for USNRC Net Sales in excess of 1,000,000 units of 
such Single.  

 
2. All royalties hereunder shall be subject to the same proportionate reductions, deductions 

and configurational, territorial, category and other variations (but not escalations) 
contained in the applicable Artist Agreement. Royalties shall be computed and prorated, 
paid and not paid, in all respects in the same manner, upon the same bases, at the same 
times and subject to the same applicable definitions as any licensees, distributors, or 
record labels computes the royalties payable to the Artist pursuant to the applicable 
Artist Agreement.  
 

3. The royalty with respect to any Master produced hereunder for which Artists or its 
licensees, distributors, or record labels utilize the services of other producers shall be 
multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which is one (1) and the denominator of which 
is the total number of producers (including Producer hereof) utilized on such Master. 
Artists will utilize the services of other producers with respect to Masters produced by 
Producer only with Producer's prior written consent.  
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(e) The royalty with respect to Records that embody Masters other  
than Masters produced by Producer hereunder shall be multiplied by a fraction, the 
numerator of which is the number of Masters produced by Producer hereunder embodied 
in such Record and the denominator of which is the total number of Masters (including 
Masters produced by Producer hereunder) embodied in such Record. . 

 
7. Term. The term of this Agreement will commence as of the date hereof and shall continue 

until the satisfactory completion of all of the producer’s services hereunder, subject to the ongoing 
obligations of the parties hereto that survive the expiration of the term hereof.  Producer will not 
commence recording until Company has approved the material to be recorded. Company’s 
representatives will be notified of all sessions and be given the opportunity to attend. All aspects of the 
production, including  by not limited to mixing, shall be subject to Company’s approval. 
  

8.  First Right of Refusal. Producer does and Artist hereby grants Producer the first right of 
refusal for any and all subsequent recordings of the masters subsequent to the production of the Masters 
hereunder. Producer has the right to produce the first re-mix and/or recording of the Masters hereunder. 

 
9. Future �egotiations. Producer and Artist acknowledge and agree that this agreement 

between them may not cover every situation and circumstance that may arise in the future concerning 
the Recordings. In such event, Producer and Artist agree to discuss and negotiate any such situation or 
circumstance in good faith, toward the goal of reaching a mutually satisfactory resolution thereof, 
consistent with the spirit and intent of this agreement.  

 
8. Disputes. Producer and Artist agree to submit any dispute between them that cannot be 

resolved by good faith discussion and negotiation for binding arbitration to the American Arbitration 
Association, said arbitration to be conducted in all respects in accordance with the rules and regulations 
of said Association. Producer reserves the right to pursue any and all applicable equitable and at law 
remedies.  

 

9. Entire Agreement. This is the entire agreement between Producer and Artist with respect to 
the subject matter hereof. All additions to, and amendments of, this agreement must be in writing and 
signed by both Producer and artist. This agreement shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of, 
the successors, assigns, heirs and personal representatives of Producer and Artist. 

  
10. Choice of Law/Venue.  This agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of 

the State of North Carolina. Any and all judicial proceedings will take place in the appropriate 
jurisdiction of the State of North Carolina.  

 
 

 

[I�TE�TIO�ALLY LEFT BLA�K] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Producer and Artist set their hands.  
 

 
 
        ("Producer") Michael Evans 
 
 
 
        ("Artist") 


